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Abstract: This paper deals with the development by refinement of BPMN (Business Process Model and Notations) models. Indeed, Business Process (BP) development based on step-wise refinement (i) facilitates the understanding of complex BP (ii) specifies all the BP semantics that the BPMN model has to describe by focusing on the smallest detail of the BP since details are added gradually to the model under development. Hence, we propose an approach assisting a business process developer to gradually build his/her BPMN model ensuring an automatic syntax and semantic property checking. The approach allows in one hand a BPMN syntax driven refinement based on a BPMN context-free grammar and in the other hand a formal verification of semantic properties. To be validated, the proposed approach is illustrated throughout the development of an on line flight booking BP.

1 INTRODUCTION

As BPMN (Specification, 2006) is a standard used for the modeling of business processes, we propose, in this paper, an approach for developing and verifying BPMN models based on automatic refinement process and formal verification techniques (Ayari et al., 2018). In this approach, business process development starts with an abstract BPMN sub-process satisfying certain semantic properties represented through its pre and post conditions. Hence, a BPMN sub-process $Sub - P$, is refined by a series of BPMN constructs $RBP$ which should (i) preserve the initial $Sub - P$ semantics by adding new semantics and (ii) be syntactically correct accordingly to BPMN syntax. Hence, at each level of the refinement, semantic properties and syntax rules have to be checked in order to provide reliable, valid and correct refined BPMN models. In fact, at each refinement level, developers add more relevant details with preserving semantic properties of the model they refine in order to ensure a correct by construction BPMN modeling. Therefore, developers focus more on the BP smallest semantic detail that the BPMN model should describe and represent. In addition, to maintain the BPMN syntactic correctness of refined models throughout the BP construction, we guide the developer in the modeling task by providing a set of BPMN refinement patterns. These patterns are defined via a formal framework to ensure the automation of the refinement process. Hence, we have developed a context-free grammar (Aho et al., 1986) which generates systematically refined models by choosing the kind of refinement pattern. The developer intervenes in the refinement process by choosing the right pattern to use, by defining the BP tasks and by specifying semantic requirements. Therefore, we ensure the development of syntactically correct BPMN models. Moreover, at each level of the refinement, we have to prove refinement properties which ensure semantic coherence between two linked refinement models. These properties define the semantic relationship that should exist between refined model and refinement model. To ensure the proof of the satisfiability of these properties, we use Event-B (Abrial, 2010) formal method as it is based on model refinement and allows the proof of its correctness. In addition, certain functional properties should be checked to ensure the reliability of developed BP models. In this aim, we use NuSMV model checker (Cimatti et al., 1999) which verify the satisfiability of these properties described by the CTL (Kumar et al., 2004) temporal logic. Thereby, formal BPMN model semantics are specified per a Kripke structure (Kripke, 2007) as we use an event based se-
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mantics. This structure is systematically provided by a Syntax-Driven Translation (SDT) (Aho et al., 1986) which is developed accordingly to the BPMN grammar. Over this structure, event-B verifies the preservation of semantic properties during the refinement process and NuSMV checks BP functional properties.

This paper is structured as follows: In the following section, we will explain the problem and propose our solution (Section related work), in the third section, we will define our approach of development by refinement and the formal verification of BPMN models. In the fourth section, we will introduce the notion of contracts based on the BPMN refinement. In the fifth section, we will define the formal semantic’s of BPMN with different refinement patterns. In section 6, an example illustration will be explained. And finally, in section 7, a conclusion is completed.

2 RELATED WORK

Refinement based business process modeling is one of the key challenges that business process management systems must meet. However, most of the existing approach restrict business process refinement to the run-time. Furthermore, in our opinion, the refinement increases the business process quality not only during the run-time but also during its development. Nevertheless, we present and discuss the most important existing approaches in this framework. First, we discuss business process refinement approach second we discuss business process verification approaches. Then, we discuss an approach that combines business process modeling and verification. Kubovy et al. (Kubovy and Küng, 2014) provide a possible refinement of Business model and Notation (BPMN) Gateway activation concept for non-event based Gateway. A decomposition of business process model approach is proposed by Draheim in (Draheim, 2014). Wisniewski (Wisniewski, 2017) carries out a decomposition of business process models into reusable sub-diagrams. Gol Mohammadi et al. (Mohammadi and Heisel, 2017) present a framework for systematic refinement of trustworthiness requirements to manage business processes. They discuss trust issues in the context of business process management using BPMN and τ∗. Indeed, few work are regarding business process refinement during the development stage. Most of them use refinement to increase the business process reliability and efficiency during its running-time. However, the work (Wisniewski, 2017) presents the refinement as a decomposition technique to provide reusable patterns to be used in further business process model-
3 REFINEMENT BASED DEVELOPMENT AND FORMAL VERIFICATION OF BPMN MODEL APPROACH

We propose an approach for modeling BPs based on BPMN refinement and hierarchical formal verification. This approach guides developers to gradually build correct and reliable BPMN models. As Fig. 1 shows, a developer starts with specifying abstract BPMN model, $BPMN_{R0}$, which belongs to first level of refinement (Level 0). $BPMN_{R0}$ semantics is described via a set of properties in terms of pre and post-conditions of the BP. To formally check the reliability of $BPMN_{R0}$ model, we formalize its semantics over a Kripke structure (Kripke, 2007) model. Using CTL temporal Logic (Kumar et al., 2004) and based on semantic properties, we express functional properties which should be satisfied to verify $BPMN_{R0}$ reliability. Once specified, these properties are verified using NuSMV model checker (Cimatti et al., 1999). If the property is verified, the developer can refine the $BPMN_{R0}$ model otherwise, he/she has to correct $BPMN_{R0}$ model in order to satisfy the expected functional property. The refinement is decided by the developer and guided by the approach.

4 A BPMN REFINEMENT BASED ON CONTRACTS

In this paper, we use the notion of system refinement contracts (Le and Passerone, 2014) to ensure the correctness of BPMN refinement. Hence, we define (1) business process refinement basic contract, (2) business process refinement behavioral contract and (3) business process refinement synchronization contract. These contracts are used to relate and trace syntactic requirement mapping from the abstract business process to the refined one.

4.1 Basic Business Process Refinement Contract

**Contract:** The refinement is based on the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) language constructs.

**BPMN Specification.** BPMN is a standard for modeling business processes flow proposed by the OMG (Object Management Group).

**Definition 1.** (BPMN Specification) a business process $BP$ is defined by: $BP = (O_{\text{Event}} \cup O_{\text{Activity}} \cup O_{\text{Gateway}} \cup O_{\text{Swimlane}} \cup O_{\text{Connection}})$ is a business process with:

- **Objects** $= O_{\text{Event}} \cup O_{\text{Activity}} \cup O_{\text{Gateway}} \cup O_{\text{Swimlane}} \cup O_{\text{Connection}}$
  - $O_{\text{Event}} = \varepsilon^E \cup \alpha^I \cup \alpha^F$, i.e. the set of events.
  - $O_{\text{Activity}} = O_{\text{Task}} \cup O_{\text{Sub-process}}$, i.e. the set of activities.
  - $O_{\text{Gateway}} = O_{\text{In}} \cup O_{\text{Out}} \cup O_{\text{End}}$, i.e. the set of gateways.
- **Artifact** is the set of artifacts used to provide additional information. Also called notations, they serve as special labels for objects and arcs belonging to the BPMN process.
- **Swimlane** are rectangular boxes that represent the participants of a business process. A lane can contain flow objects that are executed by that path (participant).
- **Connection** is a set of objects defining the sequence flow, message flow or association defining the the sequencing order between different BPMN constructs defined above.

A business process is initially grouped by a set of related BPMN constructs designed for the purpose of having an expected response from the process or producing a value. It is a process initiated by an initial event and terminated by an End event. Thus, the starting state of a business process is the initial event $\varepsilon^E$. Then a specified execution stream $\pi$ is triggered from the start event to the Sub-P sub-process where it can be triggered. This sub-process must confirm certain conditions. These conditions are used for traceability purposes, so it is possible to check the different levels of refinement. When the requirements change, it is possible to know which sub-process might be affected. In this thesis, we study these conditions by...
way of the pre- / post conditions which surround a sub-process \((\text{Pre}_\text{Sub} – P \text{ and Post}_\text{Sub} – P)\), as well as a transformation invariant, which defines a resulting refinement relation between the abstract and the refinement of a sub-process.

### 4.2 Behavioral Refinement Contract

**contract:** This contract defines the behavior of refinement and not the behavior of the business process. Therefore, in a contract, we define a pre-condition which, when satisfied, the refinement could be performed. Further, in this contract, we determine how to perform the refinement via a refinement invariant and specify the effect of the refinement on the business process through a post-condition that must be satisfied after the refinement. **contract:** The refinement is carried out accordingly for:

1. **pre-condition:** The refinement is applied only on the construction of BPMN sub-processes.

2. **Invariant:** The refinement is performed according to the BPMN syntax. We distinguish between different types of refinement, namely, sequence refinement, parallel refinement, exclusive refinement, and iterative refinement. For each type of refinement, we determine an invariant like a BPMN pattern. Formally, we define a refinement invariant as a rule for producing a context-free grammar pattern. Formally, we define a refinement invariant is syntactically correct.

3. **Post-condition:** is the effect of the refinement after having satisfied the invariant. Indeed, the satisfaction of the invariant is the introduction of a relative BPMN refinement model in the initial business process model. Post-conditions are specified after analyzing the impact of the change on the BPMN model after refinement. In the next section, we establish this analysis.

A Sub-P sub-process is an abstract activity that refines a collection of other tasks or / and subprocesses. It specifies different scenarios, depending on the prerequisites and afterwards. Since each sub-process is linked to some kind of pattern namely sequence pattern \(\text{SeqRef}\), parallel pattern \(\text{ParRef}\), exclusive pattern \(\text{ExcRef}\) or loop pattern \(\text{LoopRef}\) depending on a \(\text{Pre}_\text{SeqP}\) and a \(\text{Post}_\text{SeqP}\), \(\text{Pre}_\text{ParP}\) and a \(\text{Post}_\text{ParP}\), \(\text{Pre}_\text{ExcP}\) and \(\text{Post}_\text{ExcP}\) or \(\text{Pre}_\text{LoopP}\) and \(\text{Post}_\text{LoopP}\) respectively for each pattern. Each refinement model can initially be triggered by the start event and end its execution with the end event. A sub-process can also be refined into a simple task which is an atomic task in which it looks like it could be the last level of refinement. A simple task depends on its \(\text{Pre}_\text{S} – \text{Task}\) and \(\text{Post}_\text{S} – \text{Task}\) start with the start event and end with the end event.

### 4.3 Synchronization Contract

**contract:** Which is carried out to analyze the effect of the impact of change and ensured by the property link. This includes the synchronization of the refinement according to the overall model. The dependence between the activity under the BPMN process and the different refinement models is represented by each refinement pattern \((\text{SeqRef}, \text{ParRef}, \text{ExcRef} \text{ or } \text{LoopRef})\) can be presented by a sequence of sub-processes, sub-processes which behave in a parallel manner, an alternate execution flow of the sub-processes according to system state conditions or via an iterative task called a Task \(L\)-Task loop respectively.

These contracts ensure that the link between the abstract model and the refinement levels containing the contracts correctly assembles and satisfies the requirements. According to these requirements, we are about to build BPMN processes using refinement by formalization requirements adopted at each refinement level in the form of contracts.

The grammar can be used as contracts that must ensure consistency in terms of modeling BPMN processes using refinement patterns. By a contract, the developer, according to the result expected by a contract, he can choose the patterns to use. A contract consists of an input, verifying a certain syntax, and transformation rules that guarantee a specific result. The contracts we introduce are presented in (Ayari et al., 2019) in the form of non-contextual grammar.

### 5 Semantic Descriptions of BPMN with Different Refinement Patterns

The semantic description is the behavior of the business process described by the instantiation function of the flow Object \((O)\) and more precisely of the activity (task or sub-process) which shows the steps performed in a process. The behavior is presented by a sequence of allowed states \(\{\text{start} – \text{subP}, \text{finishsub} – P\} \in S\). The formal semantics of an activity belonging to a BPMN process is defined as follows:

The Sub-P activity is triggered by the transition \(\text{idlesubP}\), which allows to go to the begin event event to order the sub-P activity to execute and goes into trigger state. After the activity goes through the transition \(\text{start-subP}\), its terminate event occurs and the tran-
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Summary of the Properties to Verify. This section summarizes the systematic properties defining exactly what needs to be proven for this BPMN sub-process to perform properly (see figure 3).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{idle} & \models \neg \text{start} \land \text{event}(\text{subP}) \\
\text{start} \land \neg \text{subP} & \models \text{start} \land \text{event}(\text{subP}) \land \text{pre} \land \neg \text{subP} \\
\text{finish} \land \neg \text{subP} & \models \text{end} \land \text{event}(\text{subP}) \land \text{post} \land \neg \text{subP} \\
\text{interrupt} \land \neg \text{subP} & \models \text{exception} \land \neg \text{subP}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3: Properties to check for a BPMN sub-process.

Indeed, the semantics of this behavior is equivalent to that of Kripke structures. From a BPMN model we generate a model of the Kripke structure representing the denotation semantics of the starting model. In order to prove generic semantics, relative to the refinement process, we generated for each BPMN refinement pattern, a model of the Kripke structure. We illustrate this generation through the sequence and exclusive pattern. The semantics of BPMN processes with specified by refinement patterns is defined in terms of Kripke structure. We will also focus on the refinement properties of the BPMN model. We will give their definitions, then explain how the required properties are described from the system behavior constructs of BPMN models with refinement and how they can be formally stated. The table 1 gives a semantic description of a BPMN sub-process named A refined using Kripke structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BPMN Object</th>
<th>Kripke structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre Sub P</td>
<td>Post Sub P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubP</td>
<td>SubP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception</td>
<td>Exception Sub P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[P_{\text{Ref}} = 0 \Rightarrow \text{Refinement property}\]

5.1 Semantic Description of a BPMN Sequence Refinement Pattern

The concept of refinement offered by BPMN is defined in our approach following a specific pattern applied to BPMN process refinement. Figure 4 describes the semantics of the sequential refinement pattern for BPMN processes. The pattern is composed of two activities starting from the sequential behavior. Each activity is labeled by the pre- and post-condition assertions. When the process enters a relative state of an invocation of the process with (idle), which allows to go to the start event to order the activity sub-P01 to run and go into the trigger state. Once the activity goes through the transition start-SeqP and if nothing unexpected happens, intermediate-SeqP is triggered. The termination event occurs and the transition (finish-SeqP) is executed. The state start-SeqP is labeled with the precondition pre-SeqP. The state
6 EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATION

For the application of the refinement modeling process to BPMN processes, we introduce the example of online flight booking (Lam, 2010a), modeled in BPMN. We will focus on the Client(Customer) swimlane. The customer first enters the trip details, scrolls through the flight information and decides if they want to view more information about the flight.

6.1 Formal Verification with NuSMV

Figure 6 presents the development of Travel Agency business process (Lam, 2010b) via the tool that we have developed to support our BPMN refinement based modeling approach. As figure 6 shows, the developer starts the modeling activity by specifying Travel Agency Sub_Process which belongs to the first level of refinement (level 0). The developer interacts with the tool to specify the type of the BPMN refinement pattern to use for refining Sub_Process and indicates the number of activities composing the pattern. In this case, the developer uses a refinement sequence pattern composed of Check-flight and Continue reservation. At each level of refinement, the developer describes pre and post conditions specifying the semantic properties of the model. Accordingly to figure 3, the tool displays the formal semantics of Travel Agency Sub_Process and verifies automatically the specified functional property using NuSMV Model Checker:

\[
\text{CTLSPECAG}(\text{TA1.reservationTerminate} \Rightarrow \text{TA1.reservationDone})
\]

which specify the safety functional condition meaning that the reservation is terminate if the process continue the reservation.

6.2 Formal Verification using the Event-B

At the second level of refinement (Level 1), in addition to the functional property, the tool checks refinement properties. These properties are defined following a study of BPMN refinement change impact that we have detailed in (Hlaoui et al., 2018). To prove refinement properties relating check flight and Continue Reservation sequence pattern to Travel agency sub-process, the tool checks the CTL formula

\[
\text{AG}(\text{TA1.requestTravelRef} \Rightarrow \text{TA.requestTravel}) \\
\Rightarrow (\text{AF}(\text{TA.reservationDone}) \Rightarrow (\text{TA1.reservationTerminate}))
\]
Figure 6: Travel Agency Business Process Development Based on BPMN Refinement verification using NuSMV stating that always if the pre-condition of check flight, requestTravelRef, is true, the pre-condition of Travel Agency has to be true too and in the future the post-condition of Continue Reservation, reservationTerminate has to be satisfied to verify positively the post condition of Travel Agency, reservationDone. This formula is checked True within 2.68 sec. Therefore, the developer could continue the refinement task of the BPMN model.

7 CONCLUSION

To get a manageable complexity of workflow modeling, we have introduced a BPMN modeling refinement approach. This approach allows developers to be more detailed in the BPMN models at each level of refinement. In fact, we have proposed an automatic refinement based on a BPMN refinement pattern. We have introduced a set of rewriting rules called production rules to define the refinement at each level of abstraction. We defined a formal syntactic model for BPMN processes using the context-free grammar formalism and a formal semantic model through the Kripke Structure. Based on this structure, we check functional and refinement properties of gradually developed BPMN models using NuSMV model based on a hierarchical verification. Our future work is finalizing the tool with the introduction of a quantitative basis for design, development, validation and analysis of business process models.
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